that he could group the series of bands from different heads so that the squares of the constant C also gave intervals, which are in arithmetical progression; thus he could ultimately give the complete formula for the frequencies of the lines in the bands of a molecule in terms of three integral parameters m, n, p, and two constants , C, in the form v = f { n\ p 2) m 2 + Deslandres never lost his interest in molecular spectra. One of his long continued researches was on the anomalous effects on band spectra obtained in the presence of magnetic fields. He designed instruments to give fields up to 63000 gauss. Towards the end of a long life he returned to the con sideration from high dispersion spectra of perturbations affecting the arith metic series in his laws and to the relations of molecular spectra with the constitution of the molecules. He describes his last paper presented to the Academie des Sciences eight days before his ninety-fourth birthday, as follows:
'La derniere de la longue serie de Notes qui depuis 1929 sont consacrees aux relations simples qui unissent la composition chimique exacte de la molecule a son spectre Ram an et qui ont conduit aux quatre lois des frequences moleculaires . . .' and adds:
'L'etude des molecules est actuellement abandonnee parceque les donnees experimentales sont trop souvent insuffisantes. Mais leur etude sera reprise lorsque les frequences Ram an seront mesurees avec une precision plus grande et lorsque l'etude chimique des protides et des proteides aura fait des progres notables.' Brave words to be written at the age of 93. This work was never renewed by the old warrior, but his enthusiasm and faith in his ideas endured to the last. Before passing to an account of his career as an astrophysicist, mention may be made of his work as Colonel in the Engineers during the war of . As commandant of the technical section of the Engineers in Paris he developed with Colonel Jouhandeau a weapon of short or medium range for incendiary and explosive shells described as a 'canon d 'accompagnem ent'. This weapon was widely distributed in the French Army.
Deslandres left the Sorbonne in 1889 on being appointed by Admiral Mouchez as assistant astronomer at the Paris observatory. He was placed in charge of spectroscopic work, making use of the Foucault siderostat and adapting the great telescope of the observatory for its new line of work. With this instrument he studied at first radial velocities of stars but he broke fresh ground in measuring spectroscopically the velocity of rotation of Jupiter, and of Saturn and its rings-confirming Maxwell's theoretical views of their structure. He showed that the rotation of Uranus was retro grade like the revolution of its satellites. He also started spectroscopic work on the solar chromosphere and prominences, finding in the latter more ultra-violet lines of the Balmer series and fresh lines of helium; he completed our knowledge of the spectrum of neutral helium in the range then accessible to study.
It was this work on solar physics which was to place him in a leading position in the astronomical world. Simultaneously with Hale he attacked the problem of replacing by photographic methods the laborious visual study of the forms of prominences. He and Hale both discovered in 1891 the bright central reversal of H and K on the Sun's disk, and Deslandres developed his 'spectro-enregistreur des vitesses', an instrument differing from H ale's spectroheliograph in its wider second slit and discontinuous motion. This instrument has the advantage over the spectroheliograph that it enables measures to be made of the velocities in the line of sight of the gases, that give the bright reversals in the absorption lines. It does not give the beautiful smooth pictures that the spectroheliograph gives, but Deslandres showed in volume 4 of the M eudon Annales how successful he was in the design and use of both these instruments. Actually he was held back from completing his instruments till 1893 by lack of funds and by an expedition that he led to Fundioum in Senegal for a total solar eclipse on 16 April 1893.
Deslandres led three other eclipse expeditions-to Yezo for 9 August 1896, to Spain for 28 M ay 1900 and for 30 August 1905 . Only at the eclipses of 1893 and 1900 did he have favourable weather conditions. He extended the known spectra of the chromosphere and corona into the ultra-violet and the infra-red, attempted to measure the rotation of the corona and determined the total radiation from the corona.
In 1898 (1910) . In this volume he gave a detailed account of the instrumental equipment of the Observatory and published a number of photographs of the Sun's disk in successive layers of hydrogen, calcium and iron gases, especially the upper layers. He studied the radial velocities over the bright faculae and of the dark filaments. He noted the disappearance of spots in the uppermost layers and the increased frequency of dark markings; in the highest layers these were not only more numerous but also darker and more extended. He detected a veritable reseau of dark markings on the Sun's surface and a systematic circulation of gases, which descended over the bright faculae and rose over the darker regions, especially over the filaments. He noted that the bases of prominences were joined to the dark alinements and filaments of the upper surface. In the regions of high latitude he found that the filaments were linked with coronal jets and streamers.
Deslandres also examined the relation between the sunspot cycle and terrestrial magnetism and he stimulated an international scheme for the continuous observation of solar phenomena from observatories the world over. From the rotation of the dark filaments regarded as helices with axes parallel to the lines of force of the Sun's magnetic field he deduced a value for the field of 10" 7 gauss. He formed a model of the chromosphere in alter nate layers with electric fields and magnetic fields changing sign from layer to layer. He also put forward the view that there were special disturbed regions of the Sun's surface, points of corpuscular emission arranged regularly over the Sun's surface and working at different depths. The consequent 27-day period in magnetic disturbances is well established, but not the regular distribution of the disturbed areas over the Sun's surface. These various suggestions formed part of a theory for the circulation of the Sun's atmosphere. He suggested in 1902 the existence of Hertzian radiation from solar prominences, forty years before the first observational evidence of such radiation was secured. O ther work carried out by Deslandres at M eudon included the discovery of reversals in the H and K lines in spectra of high dispersion of stars of types G and K: also he identified bands due to hydro carbons and cyanogen in the heads of Comet Daniel (1907) and Comet Morehouse (1908) and bands due to nitrogen at low pressure in the tails.
In 1927 the observatories of Paris and Meudon were united and Deslandres was appointed the first Director of the combined observatories, a post which he held till his retirement in 1929. He remained always full of original and fertile ideas and encouraged his staff to great activity. Always young in mind and combative by nature he lived a very full life consecrated to astronomical research. His untiring zeal and spirit of invention were linked to a sure and weighty judgm ent. Elected to the Academie des Sciences in 1902 in suc cession to Faye he soon became an active member of its various scientific commissions especially for international conferences. Among these may be mentioned the first conference on Solar Research at St Louis in 1904, the first meeting of the International Union for co-operation in Solar Research at Oxford in 1908, and a later meeting at M t Wilson in 1911. He was present at Brussels in 1919 as a delegate from the Academie des Sciences when the International Research Council and the International Astronomical Union were founded. He attended the meetings of the latter body at Rome (1922), Cambridge (1925) , Leiden (1928) , Paris (1935) and Stockholm (1938) , and was for a time a Vice-President of the Union. He served on many com mittees such as those on the solar atmosphere, solar radiation, stellar radial velocities, stellar classification, lunar nomenclature and longitudes. 
